Figure 22: 3D plot of Projection Ratio vs. Object Size vs. Selectivity (for number of fragments = 8, fan-out = 2.0)
Figure 23: 3D plot of Projection Ratio vs. Object Size vs. Selectivity (for number of fragments = 32, fan-out = 2.0)

Figure 24: 3D plot of Projection Ratio vs. Object Size vs. Selectivity (for number of fragments = 8, fan-out = 0.125)
Figure 25: 3D plot of Projection Ratio vs. Object Size vs. Selectivity (for number of fragments = 32, fan-out = 0.125)
Figure 38: Normalized IO for case (i) of even distribution of instance variable accesses

Figure 39: Normalized IO for case (ii) of skewed distribution of instance variable accesses